Sea and sea housings

TaxCode Mapping. Javascript is disabled on your browser. To view this site, you must enable
JavaScript or upgrade to a JavaScript-capable browser. SKU: ss UPC Code. Pick Up. Add to
Cart Add to Cart. Custom Options. Add a Vacuum System None. Add a Viewfinder Enhance your
shooting with a magnifying viewfinder. Sea and Sea 1. Add 1-inch Ball Adapters None. Price as
Configured. Comfortably manipulate the next generation mirrorless camera and make the
ultimate underwater image yours. Larger diameter lenses can be easily removed through the
increased housing port diameter to enable battery exchange in camera body without removing
the lens. The availability of an optional battery charger has addressed the battery life of the
camera and allows shooting for extended periods without concern of camera power loss. The
internal space also contributes to the reduction of the weight underwater. Combined with the
lightweight camera body, we realized a phenomenal underwater weight of grams, eliminating
the necessity to attach large floats. It is a high-performance converter that does not just emit
simple light-emitting signals like other companies, but also performs TTL auto light control.
Features The Port Lock prevents the port from turning or loosening and the Port Lock lever is
specifically located to avoid being unlocked accidentally. The housing is equipped with a
lens-lock release button which makes it possible to change lenses easily, without opening the
housing. This feature is useful when two or more people with different eyesight use the
housing. All controls have luminescence stickers which glow in the dark environment.
Equipped with the Optical Viewfinder 0. Other optional viewfinders such as the VF 1. Sync Cord
2-pin Connector enables the use of conventional hardwired Sync cable Manual mode only.
Equipped with two sacrificial zinc diodes one on the front case and the other on the rear to
prevent electrolysis damage. Built-in leak sensor immediately alerts you to water ingress.
Tripod screw mount is located on the center underside of the housing. Equipped with under
guard to protect from scratches. Close Custom Option: Add a Viewfinder. Ultralight 1-inch Ball
Adapters includes these products:. Low international shipping rates are available, just add the
item to your cart and checkout to see rates. Ultra lightweight Aluminum Housing. This makes it
awesome to travel with when going on dive trips. Email us at sales bluewaterphotostore. We
offer lifetime support with all purchases. Please call or email us with any questions, our
knowledgable staff would love to assist you. Be sure to choose the right equipment! A must
read! Buyers Guides. Camera reviews Here. Enter your keywords. My wishlist. Free Shipping:.
Add a Vacuum Valve No Thanks! An external viewfinder greatly magnifies the image you see
through the camera's built in viewfinder. You must select this choice to attach strobe arms.
Choose your Strobes No Thanks! Strobes bring back the colors that are otherwise lost
underwater at depth and allow you to optimize exposure. Add a Focus Light No Thanks! The
prices listed here include the light and mounting option. Choose your Video Lights No thanks!
Adding video lights will drastically improve your underwater video by bringing back the colors
that are rapidly lost at any depth. Nikon mm f3. Choose your port based on your lens. Prices
include port, extension ring and zoom gear when required. Without handles, the housing weighs
only 6. C ontrols Within Reach - Improvements to locations of important controls have been
updated, allowing for easy reach while maintaining a grip on the housing handles. The
frequently used Main and Sub-Command dials are now located directly on the right side of the
housing. Quality Build - all dials in this housing include a spring damper which prevents
slipage, even if the camera dimensions are slightly different than the spec or as parts begin to
wear over time. The buttons and controls all include luminescent stickers which glow in dark
enviornments, making it easy to identify your controls during night dives. The housing includes
a leak sensor, and sacrifical zinc anodes to prevent damage from electrolysis. Other Features of
the Housing: Easy to remove handles, makes packing for travel a breeze. The Port Lock
prevents the port from turning or loosening and the Port Lock lever is specifically located to
avoid being unlocked accidentally. The housing is equipped with a lens-lock release button
which makes it possible to change lenses easily, without opening the housing. This feature is
useful when two or more people with different eyesight use the housing. Equipped with the
Optical Viewfinder 0. Includes a sync cord bulkhead. The sync cord 2-pin connector enables use
of conventional hardwired Sync cable Manual mode only. Accessory port enables use of Leak
Sentinel vacuum sensor. Tripod screw mount is located on the center underside of the housing.
Kraken Sports Hydra Retra Flash. Inon Z Underwater Strobe. Thinktank Airport International V3.
Bluewater Camera Care Kit. Customer Reviews Login or register to write a review Write a
Review There are no reviews for this product. Weight: 10 lb. Camera Type:. Lifetime Support:.
Nikon D Review. We make awesome trips possible! Educational Videos and Articles. Find the
right gear with our Buyer's Guides. Buyers Guides to Underwater Photography link Be sure to
choose the right equipment! Take Your Photography to New Depths Camera Reviews link
Considering a new camera? We've got full reviews of all the top cameras - check it out! Related
products. Nauticam Nikon D Underwater Housing. Aquatica Nikon D Underwater Housing. Isotta

Nikon D Underwater Housing. Nauticam Nikon D6 Underwater Housing. Win a free trip by joining
our newsletter Subscribe to our Mailing List. Check out all our deals Dolphin has been providing
scuba instruction for over 40 years. Dolphin features premier dive gear for both in-store and
online purchases. Dolphin Scuba guarantees all workmanship and supports all manufacturers'
warranties. Exchanges, store credits and refunds excluding shipping gladly given within 30
days. Dolphin Scuba guarantees wall workmanship and supports all manufacturers warranties.
A return authorization number is necessary and we do prefer you to download, completely fill
out and send your order back with our RMA form. Please click here. This helps us quickly and
efficiently complete your return as soon as it possible. At Dolphin, we take pride in the fact that
most purchases ship from the United States within 24 hours after payment is received. We offer
expedited shipping options if you need your purchase earlier than standard delivery times
allow. A tracking number will be emailed to you when your order is boxed and ready for pickup;
however, tracking information will not be available for viewing until the package has been
picked up and registered by your shipping carrier. Please be sure to check your spam folder for
notifications prior to contacting us. Import duties, etc. These charges are the buyer's
responsibility. Please check with your country's customs office to determine what these
additional costs will be prior to bidding or buying. An invoice will be sent automatically to your
email for each transaction you complete. Payment must be completed within seven days of the
date of the invoice. If you encounter difficulties completing the payment process, please contact
us via telephone or eBay messages. If you prefer to pay with credit card you must send us a
message to arrange payment. To ensure delivery of all orders, we only ship to an address that is
verified and registered with your form of payment. Toggle navigation. About Us Contact Us. We
carry the most popular brands of scuba equipment, snorkeling gear and swim gear. Visit our
store. Ergonomic, mechanical controls, including levers, push buttons, and dials, provide
access to virtually all camera functions, while dual side grips offer balance and handling, and
give you attachment points for lighting arms. Built for durability, the housing is constructed
from precision-machined aluminum that has been anodized for resistance to corrosion, and is
fitted with two sacrificial zinc diodes, front and back, to prevent electrolysis damage. The port
lock assures secure operation of the housing and port during your dive, and the lens lock
release button makes it possible to change lenses easily, without opening the housing. The
optional VF45 and VF viewfinders can be added on to enhance your view for better shot
composition underwater. About Us. Return Policy. Payment Policy. Shipping Policy. Ergonomic,
mechanical controls, including levers, pushbuttons, and dials, provide access to virtually all
camera functions, while dual side grips offer balance and handling, and give you attachment
points for lighting arms. Built for durability, the housing is constructed from
precision-machined aluminum that has been anodized for resistance to corrosion. The housing
is designed with a buoyancy pocket that reduces its weight underwater or can accommodate a
mobile battery charger for more shooting time. A built-in leak sensor alerts you immediately in
the unlikely event of a breach in the waterproof seal. The optional VF45 and VF viewfinders can
be added on to enhance your view for better shot composition underwater. Close search. Main
Menu expand. Lens Gears. Port Charts. Light Mounting System. Video Tutorials. From the Field.
SKU ss. Construction Details Depth rating: ' Built-in leak sensor immediately alerts you in the
unlikely event of a breach in the waterproof seal Optional Leak Sentinel vacuum system can be
installed in one of two accessory ports Built to be durable, housing is precision-machined from
anodized aluminum alloy for resistance to corrosion Grips are made from a die-cast aluminum
alloy, which is also corrosion-resistant Equipped with two sacrificial zinc anodes that will
corrode to protect sensitive parts of the housing Cold shoe mount for connecting lighting arms
and other accessories. Strobe Connection and Use Configured with dual fiber-optic cable ports
and 2-pin sync cord connector for external strobes Supports optional, internal Optical
Converter S1 for TTL-capability Sync cord connector allows for manual flash exposure.
Controls, Handling, and Operation Ergonomic, mechanical controls, including levers,
pushbuttons, and dials, provide access to virtually all camera functions, including diopter
adjustment dial Important controls, such as front dial, rear dial, C1 lever, C2lever, and AF-ON,
are easily accessible while you're holding grips Most levers and buttons will glow in dark
environments for quick and easy identification Buoyancy pocket reduces underwater weight or
accommodates mobile battery charger Comfortable, grooved side grips offer better balance and
handling and give you attachment points for optional lighting arms. Depth Rating. Material of
Construction. External Flash Connector. Moisture Alarm. We're Open M,W,F pm, however hours
may vary. Please call first. Appointments, Curbside Pickup or Zoom Meetings available. Email ,
phone , or shop online. The Olympus TG-6 is rated to 50' without a housing! Its super-bright,
large-aperture lens makes first-class shots possible even in poor light. The Use Pro Capture
Mode to nail perfect shots that require split second timing. It buffers a running series of

high-resolution images, then captures a precise moment plus the previous 5 frames with a
single button press. Also featuring four-mode Super Macro system gives nature enthusiasts the
potential to capture startling close-ups in a detail and quality that makes sharing a must.
Uploading is instant and easy via WiFi and a smartphone. All New! The YS-D3 features the latest
precision circuitry allowing the strobe to fire at any moment! This high-performance strobe
features superior consecutive firing capabilities, giving the ability to capture those critical
moments. The latest D3 circuitry and light-emitting strobe produces a powerful guide number of
A newly developed high precision optical lens has been fitted over the two flash tubes to
disperse an even light from the center to the edge. The YS-D3 utilizes larger capacity
condensers compared with those used on competing strobes. In addition, the D3 is also
equipped with a newly designed charging circuit. Even when the strobe is fired at GN22, the
strobe will fire again within a mere 0. This new Kraken Hydra lumen light is part of the new line
up from Kraken Sports. The button has a lighted battery strength indicator light. It has an 85 min
run-time on high. It also has an added Auto Flash Off feature. So when using it as a focus light it
will automatically turn off when your strobe fires if you want it to. It includes a YS mount. This
light is also a favorite of many macro shooters for the ability to use it for back and side lighting
and having both flood, and spot beams built in to one light. Comes in a complete set that
includes YS style mount, charger and a carrying case. This new tray from Kraken features
anodized aluminum construction, a wide range of adjustability and two pistol grip handles with
mounting balls. The base of tray is also threaded to accept an optional tripod kit. Cookies are
used on this site to provide the best user experience. If you continue, we assume that you agree
to receive cookies them. See our Privacy Policy for further details. Shop Underwater Photo.
View cart. AO Cooler Bags. AOI Limited. Dive and See Dive and See. Fantasea Fantasea. Flip7
GoPro Filters. Gates Gates. Ikelite Ikelite. Inon Inon. Kraken Sports Kraken Sports. Magic Filters.
Maha Power. Nanuk Hard Cases. Nauticam Nauticam. Olympus Olympus. Saga Dive Saga Dive.
Seahorse Protective Cases. Stix Floats. Subal Subal. Think Tank Photo. Vivid Housings Vivid
Housings. Xit Zen Ports Zen Ports. UW Technics. All Sale Items. System Package Sale! Closeout
Sale. Save on Nauticam. Save on Ikelite. Used Demo Gear Sale. Kraken Closeout Sale.
Underwater Video Packages. Compact Underwater Photo Housings. Olympus Compact
Cameras. Macro Diopter Lenses. Wide Angle Wet Lenses. Color Correction Filters. UV Light
Filters. Image Correction Filters. Compact Underwater Housing Lens Ports. Port Accessories
Port Accessories. Underwater Photography Strobes. Strobe Accessories. Underwater Strobe
Triggers. Focus Lights. Video Lights. Macro Lighting. Floats and Float Arms. Flex Arms.
Underwater Camera Housing Trays. Underwater Tray Handles. Underwater Tripods. Diving
Safety. GoPro Accessories. Nanuk Protective Cases. Password Forgot your password? Anti-bot
validation. Sign in. Remember me. Write a review. Buy now. Estimate shipping cost. Add to wish
list Compare. Kitts and Nevis St. Pierre and Miquelon St. Shipping estimation. Please sign in so
that we can notify you about a reply Email. Description Features Specifications Accessories
Reviews. High performance strobe The latest D3 circuitry and light-emitting strobe produces a
powerful guide number of Superior consecutive firing capabilities The YS-D3 utilizes larger
capacity condensers compared with those used on competing strobes. Compact Camera
Package Features. Camera Body Included: Yes. Macro Ready: Yes. Wide Angle Ready: Yes. Max
Light Output: GN Color Temp: K. Includes Focus Light: Kraken Olympus LiB Battery. Code: VU
Code: KRL Code: MH-CW. Code: BUSB. No posts found. Similar products. Code: SS My
Account. Sign in Create account Orders Wish list Comparison list. More Information. About Us
Blog Reviews Sitemap. Customer Care. About us. Enter Your Email Address. Stay in Touch.
Subscribe Now! Enter your email address to receive special offers and promotions. I am happy
with this. The SportDiver housing will allow divers to take photos and video with their iPhone
down to feet or 40 meters. The heavy-duty housing is constructed of Polycarbonate, stainless
steel, aluminum and optical grade glass. The SportDiver is easy to hold and use and offers a
large shutter lever and rear control buttons for easy operation, even with dive gloves.
Snorkelers and Divers can get more creative with their photos or video shot by using advanced
camera settings. The SportDiver housing includes the free SeaLife SportDiver camera app ,
unlike other smartphone housing apps, there are no annoying in-app purchases or ads. You can
easily switch between photo and video mode. The app supports the present and previous
versions of iOS, the app is updated according to new versions of the OS. The App Playback
mode shows full size photos and videos with vertical thumbnail strip to easily locate your
images. Videos start playing automatically when selected. All files are also saved to iPhone
camera roll. No cables or buttons touch the phone and offers ultra-low power consumption for
both the phone and the housing which is powered by two AAA batteries that last over 50 hours
of continuous use. For enhanced imaging results, a removable underwater color-correction
filter is included with the SportDiver which restores natural underwater colors. The filter easily

attached or removes underwater and includes a safety tether to prevent loss. The door of the
SportDiver is sealed with a TPE O-ring and a robust cam-lock sealing latch that easily and
securely locks waterproof door. For the latest app and technical updates, visit our technical
updates and troubleshooting page. Easy control â€” Large shutter lever and rear control
buttons for easy operation, even with dive gloves. Access popular camera settings â€” Get
creative with your shot by using advanced settings. Dual Leak Alarms â€” Includes internal
moisture alarm and internal vacuum pressure alarm. Playback photos and videos â€” App
Playback mode shows full size photos and videos with vertical thumbnail strip to easily located
your shots. Apple iOS controls that function. The phone must be unlocked and SportDiver app
running when it is inside the housing. Also turn off any apps running in the background to
further save battery power. We are continuously working on improving the app features and
hope to add PIV Picture-in-Video feature with future app update. The SportDiver has been tested
and certified by testing lab for FCC and Bluetooth compliance, which specifically tests for
interference among other radio frequency compliance regulations. In addition, the SportDiver
uses frequency-hopping Bluetooth Low Energy wireless technology which does not transmit
through water i. The small grip tabs are in the white envelope included with the SportDiver. See
page 14 of the manual for details. Page 14 in manual. See Page 21 in manual. The water sensor
leak alarm cannot be disabled. See Page 37 in manual. Am I doing something wrong? See Page
35 in the manual. The RAW file is the native unprocessed image from the iPhone sensor.
Therefore, the strobe light has been permanently disabled. Another issue is that the iPhone
uses a pre-flash to control exposure. A photo-video light is the best lighting accessory and easy
to use. Only the select menu setting is visible. A future app update will allow you to read the full
menu in Dark mode. Cellular service is not needed. Strobe â€” Which is best for me? See Page
24 in manual. A wet lens needs to be perfectly centered over the iPhone lens or there will be
distortion. That is very difficult to do accurately. Also, the lens would need to be manually
centered every time the phone is installed because the phone will be in slightly different
position. Using a wet lens for one iPhone lens will block-out the other iPhone lenses. Includes
printed Instruction Manual in English. Optical glass lens port; Lens frame allows attachment of
color-correction filter while underwater. Optical grade polycarbonate full-screen display window
Screen Protector available â€” sold separately. SeaLife deluxe padded lanyard with swiveled
attachment clip. Polycarbonate housing with stainless steel and hard-anodized Tgrade
aluminum metal hardware. External: 8. Positive 2. Exposure Value EV â€” Pricing and
availability are not available at this time, but you can preorder the housing from Backscatter.
When purchasing underwater photography equipment like the products mentioned in this
article, please support DPG by supporting our retail partnerâ€” Backscatter. Revised ergonomic
design, improved safety features and eye-catching exterior. The new MDX series housings are
now upgraded with more standard features to ensure better handling and greater protection for
your camera. The MDX-R5 is rich in features with all controls ergonomically designed to
maximize camera operation. All major camera functions can be accessed from the grip handles
through thumb or finger movement without releasing your grip. Compatible with both native RF
lenses and all EF lenses with mount. In addition, a 24mm port has been included to
accommodate HDMI 2 cables for connection to an external video monitor to realize the full
potential of the cameras ultra-high video capabilities. A built-in Leak Sensor and a bulkhead for
external vacuum sensor provides double protection and increased peace of mind for your
camera equipment while diving. All major controls for camera function can be easily operated
without releasing your grip on the handle, providing stability and assurance during all imaging
situations. Compatible with all the DX NX series ports. DPG is a comprehensive underwater
photography website and community for underwater photographers. Learn underwater
photography techniques for popular digital cameras and specialized professional underwater
equipment wide angle , macro , super macro , lighting and work flow. Read latest news, explore
travel destinations for underwater photography. Galleries of professional and amateur
underwater photography including wrecks, coral reefs, undersea creatures, fashion and surfing
photography. Login Register Login. Remember Me. Dive Photo Guide. The housing is equipped
with a lens-lock release button which makes it possible to change lenses easily, without
opening the housing. All controls have luminescense stickers which glow in a dark enbironment
for better visibility of controls. Equipped with Optical Viewfinder 0. Other optional viewfinders
such as the VF 1. Sync Cord 2-pin Connector enables use of conventional hardwired Sync cable
Manual mode only. Equipped with two sacrificial zinc diodes one on the fornt case and the other
on the rear to prevent electrolysis damage. Built-in leak sensor immediately alerts alerts you to
water ingress. Tripod screw mount is located on the center underside of the housing. Equipped
with an under guard to protect housing from scratches and abrasion. Anodized finish. Be the
first to add a comment to this article. You must be logged in to comment. Justin Lewis Expert

Photographer. Justin grew up diving off the Mendocino coast in Northern California. After a
childhood of diving being underwater became a way of life and a means of income. He now lives
and works out of San Francisco and shoots All Rights Reserved. Follow us. Welcome to the
Underwater Photography Guide. Our idea is simple - learn, shoot, explore. The new addition to
the family would need to be a step up in capabilities and not just an increase in pixels. My
decision to purchase the D over the other Nikon options was based purely on my needs as an
underwater photographer, my shooting style and what would serve me the best. Disclaimer: I
purchased both camera and housing and am not being paid by either Nikon or Sea and Sea for
this review and for those reasons I will be very candid in my findings. More detailed camera
specs are available in the D camera review. This review is conducted as a series of challenges
based on the way I used my camera system during a 2-week period. My primary style of
photography leans heavily on macro photography. I enjoy capturing smaller critters with vibrant
backgrounds in a natural setting. Often times this means the background is drab, so I rely
heavily on my lighting and f-stops to make the subjects jump out. Finding: The images shot with
my 60mm macro lens and my Sigma macro lens are all very color rich with a color depth
increase from Color depth aka bit depth describes the distinct colors represented by each pixel
bits per pixel. The quality of the images captured and the detail are very great overall. Noise
begins to creep in when the images are greatly expanded but for media purposes or even large
prints this is negligible. The super macro challenge needs to be subjected to 2 separate
factors:. Oftentimes I will also slip the camera into manual focus, rack out the lens and moving
the camera back and forth to find sharp focus. Image Quality: The vibrant colors, detail and
contrast are the first things that I noticed once the images were on a large monitor. There has
been some chatter on the Internet about diffraction at higher F-stops, but based on my findings
the diffraction is a non-issue for underwater photo contests or publications. Shooting wide
angle is always a challenge for me. Backscatter is a constant, proper lighting is difficult to
achieve and the list goes on. I have concentrated on landscape wide-angle images to see how
this pixel packed sensor handles the colors and the noise from edge to edge. Sun balls are tight
and easily controlled with very slight contrast banding seen in the jpeg images RAW shooters
can ignore this. Sharpness from the front of the image to the back remains fairly detailed with
very little loss of information. Oftentimes I shoot light-colored subjects in the foreground that
often get blown out, lose contrast and lose detail. As a result, this requires close attention to the
highlights in the foreground while capturing a wider angle of view and appropriate ambient light
in the open water background. Naturally, photographers will use of higher F-stops and the D
steps up to the challenge. Using spot focus helped me to gain an edge as the bright background
can distract the focus on other settings. The subtle details all come through well without losing
any significant highlights. I was particularly pleased with the way the sunlight came through in
the reefscape below. My guide recognized the photo opportunity, moved quickly into the sun
and over me, allowing this shot to happen very quickly. For this challenge I chose to
photograph fast-moving flasher wrasse, which live over shallow broken rubble. The dipping sun
and long shadows of the afternoon suck the color away from the reefs, and these fussy fish shy
away from modeling lights, creating challenging shooting conditions. Finding: The D performed
well without a modeling light and lack of contrast. The autofocus on the is fast, measurably
faster than the D so I have been enjoying the challenge of shooting fast-moving subjects. I use
this to lock focus and to quick focus on fast moving subjects. There is also a 3D auto track
feature on the D that assists in tracking your subjects. I highly recommend using these features
for fish photography, especially in low light. Focus light power lumens can play a significant
role in how a camera functions at night, and I noticed a big improvement from the D to the D In
the past I used my 60mm lens nearly exclusively on night dives primary for its fast focusing
capability. The D rose to the occasion. Fast, sharp focus on small subjects is obtained when lit
with a variety of focus lights varying power in lumens. This is particularly important to me as it
means no further investments in costly focus lights. Underwater fluoro blue light photography
demands shooting at higher than normal ISO ranges and up with an intense blue modeling light
and filters. Digital noise control would be apparent right away, and shooting the photos through
a range of settings would reveal how the D functions in this challenge. Finding: Pleasantly
surprised at both the digital noise and as an extra bonus, the ability to use my mm lens with
fluoro light. The noise control exceeds that of the D and s without any question, and the mm
was easy to use at the higher ISOs. The Nikon D shoots HD video with full manual control. The
camera must be set to Live View before video can be recorded. As with all DSLR video, using
autofocus is not ideal since the contrast detect autofocus systems used in Live View are
nowhere near as sophisticated as the phase detection systems used when shooting through the
viewfinder. This is why serious videographers rely on manual focus. The video below was shot
handheld no tripod for stabilization using autofocus in order to test the autofocus system with

the Nikkor 60mm lens. This browser does not support the iframe element. I think that the Nikon
D is a definite upgrade from the D and the Ds. The dynamic range for bright sunlight and
ambient shooting along with the ease of handling large files are also a bonus. I tend to look
deep into the photos pixel peeping to find these flaws so that I can continually improve image
composition and lighting on a frame-to-frame basis. With the megapixel-packed high
performance D the images tend to be a bit noisy, however the detail is also stunning. The
overall images produced by the D are inline with any high performance consumer grade camera.
It will fill the need for any publication, print size or internet posts. The system is a value at the
market price and leans heavily towards a professional grade system. As an example, one of my
D housings has bounced off of the hull of a moving boat without a catastrophic flood. The
design allows the user full control over the camera system without being over-engineered. The
housing remains light and ergonomic even with the addition of some new features. Machined
from aluminum, the housings are field-tested and tough with a low fail rate barring human error.
These main features are easily and naturally accessible for active shooting, and there are more
passive functions also available at your fingertips. Easily switch between manual and TTL
modes from outside the housing, with easy power level adjustments. Blue and green lights let
the diver know which mode they are currently using. Compatible with both VF 1. Both
viewfinders provide a 1. New handle design is more travel-friendly, with threadless fixings to
facilitate easy transportation, mounting and removal. Recording video is easy with the MDX-D
The Live View button is easy to access if not already in Live View mode and the red video lever
is easy to press. Setting up the housing for use is a simple plug-and-play, and once the camera
mount is in place at the base of the camera body, all that is left is port selection based on lens.
The three most important controls for any underwater photographer are ISO, Shutter Speed and
F-stop, and each of these three command dials are at your fingertips. This allows me to keep my
hands on the camera and an eye in viewfinder. When using sync cords in the past, a TTL
converter was needed to fully control the strobe power when shooting TTL , however this is no
longer the case with fiber optic cables. Those that frequently shoot TTL would want to purchase
the built-in converter, however. In summary I am very pleased with the overall function and
performance of the camera and housing. Now get out there and have an adventure! Special
thanks to: Crystal Blue Resort and El Galleon Resort for their support during the diving portions
of this review, and for Bluewater Photo for selling me this housing. Further Reading. He has an
insatiable love for nudibranchs, frogfish and other underwater critters, and is the official critter
expert for the Underwater Photography Guide. Mike is also one of the UWPG trip leaders. Click,
or call the team at for expert advice! Bluewater Travel is your full-service scuba travel agency.
Let our expert advisers plan and book your next dive vacation. Run by divers, for divers. Follow
us on. Welcome to the Underwater Photography Guide! Search form. Field Testing the D This
review is conducted as a series of challenges based on the way I used my camera system
during a 2-week period. Challenge 1: Macro My primary style of photography leans heavily on
macro photography. Rich color and detail of two mating nudibranchs. Super Macro detail of a
Caprellid. Beatiful reefscape color. Challenge 4: Close Focus Wide-Angle Oftentimes I shoot
light-colored subjects in the foreground that often get blown out, lose contrast and lose detail.
CFWA with a light subject. Sharp focus on a fast-moving flasher wrasse. Challenge 6: Night
Dives Focus light power lumens can play a significant role in how a camera functions at night,
and I noticed a big improvement from the D to the D Fast focusing with the Nikkor mm at night.
Challenge 7: Fluoro Photography Underwater fluoro blue light photography demands shooting
at higher than normal ISO ranges and up with an intense blue modeling light and filters. Blue
light detail of a mantis shrimp. An anemone lit with blue light. Right: Vivid detail of a cuttlefish.
Built in leak sensor. Multi selector designed and operated in the same way as the camera
control. MDX-D Impressions from the Water Setting up the housing for use is a simple
plug-and-play, and once the camera mount is in place at the base of the camera body, all that is
left is port selection based on lens. Conclusion In summary I am very pleased with the overall
function and performance of the camera and housing. Nauticam SMC Review. Nauticam Nikon D
Housing Available. The Art of Blackwater Photography. What's in the Camera Bag: Mike Bartick.
Newsletter Signup. Click here to sign up for our Newsletter Tips, tutorials, news, reviews,
upcoming workshops, and more! Lawrence River pg 2 Photographing the Wrecks of the St.
Ocean Art Winners Announced! Bluewater University is Launched!! Ocean Art Underwater
Photo Competition. Why Smartphones Could be the Future of Underwater. The Sony A7S III is
Sony's newest full frame mirrorless video-oriented camera with 4K fps capability and a wide
range of recording options for any workflow. Our full review includes sample underwater photos
and video. Nikon D camera and housing. I have used this for 8 years and never flooded. Doing
less diving these days so want to find a new home for this great kit. Skip to main content. Add
to Watchlist. Bidding has ended on this item. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until

you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated Delivery within business days.
Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin
ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping service
selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may
vary, especially during peak periods. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list.
Sign in for more lists. Jan 20, PST. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items
may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's
customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Seller's other
items. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Similar sponsored items.
Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used: An item that
has been used previously. The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully
operational and functions as intended. This item may be a floor model or store return that has
been used. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more about the
condition. Condition is "Used". Doing less diving these days so want to find a new home for this
great kit You will need to buy a macro and or wide angle port standard for all sea and sea. Back
to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Condition: Used. Ended:
Jan 20, PST. Sellers declare the item's customs value and must comply with customs
declaration laws. As the buyer, you should be aware of possible: - delays from customs
inspection. Item location: Central, Hong Kong. Seller: seanphilipalexander 9 Seller's other
items. Used: An item that has been used previously. Showing : 1 - 16 of Leave your feedback to
let us know how we are doing. Home Sea and Sea. Show: 16 24 No reviews. In Stock. Free
Shipping. Helps ensure water tightness Conditions and helps maintain o-rings Cleans and
lubricates. Temporarily On Backorder Although th
2003 chevy silverado lights
2000 buick century engine diagram
1998 ford mustang owners manual free
is item is temporarily on Backorder, you can order it now and it will ship as soon as it arrives.
Available This item is currently not stocked by us. But the manufacturer has it in stock ready to
ship. We will order it from the manufacturer and ship it to you. Please allow some extra time for
delivery. Designed for wide optical ports Protects camera from dust, dirt, damage Fits securely
over port mount or face of port. Designed for wide angle photography Wet lens design Allows
getting closer to subjects Aluminum alloy with alumite coating body. Provides stable platform
for artificial light Increases lighting flexibility Easy to install Anodized aluminum and rubber
construction. Previous PREV. Filter By:. Price Range. Avg Rating. Give Us A Call Questions?
Call us at 1. Chat Now Need help or have product questions? Chat with an expert. Email Us For
help with an order or for any questions at all, email us anytime. Visit Our Shop Check out our
new store for shopping, services, and repairs.

